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UNDERSTANDING REAL BUT IMPERFECT COMMUNION 

BETWEEN ANGLICANS AND R.OMAN CATiiOLICS 

Summary: In order to explore the meaning of _real but imperfect 
communion between Anglicans and Roman Catholics, this paper notes 
the diversity of rites, of governing structures, and of 
theological schools that should characterize even full or perfect 
communion. It suggests that Anglicans and Roman Catholics have in 
fact slowly begun to relate to each other as different theological 
schools, understanding schools as embodied communities vi.th their 
distinctive theologies, governing structures, liturgical expressions, 
and.spiritualities. The Anglican communion is understood to have a 
particular charism that will enable the reform of the Roman Catholic 
communion in the exercise of episcopal authority. The openness of 
each communion to correction by the other is seen as a sign that their 
relationship 1s beginning ~o take on the characteristics of a 
relationship among embodied. theological schools, and hence that their 
differences rieed not permanently p'revent their reaching full 
communion • 

• 

The Decree on Ecumenism· (Unitatis redintegratio) states that those baptized 

are in real but imperfect communion with the Roman Catholic Church.l Furthermore, 

it notes that ~ong Yestern churches which were separated from the Roman See, 

"the Anglican Communion occupies a special place. "2 The specialness of this place 

has· been further confirmed by the commitment of our two communions to the achievement 

3 of full unity through a series of stages begun with the Malta Report of 1968 and 

continued in the publication of the work of the Anglican-Roman Catholic International 

4 Commission on eucharist, ministry, and authority in the Church. Finally, the 

commitment to achievement of this unity has been confirmed by the appointment of 

ARCIC-II and by the joint renewed dedication to the goal made on the occasion of 

the pastoral visit of the bishop of Rome to the archbishop of canterbury in England 

in 1982. 

Nevertheless, the ecclesiology of imperfect communion is a theme which has 

not been fully explored. What is the concrete meaning of this important theme • 
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which forms an underlying concept in the whole Decree on Ecumenism?5 In 

particular, what does it mean for our two communions, with their special and 

deepening relationship? In this paper, I intend--in response to the request of 

ARCIC-It--to explore some answers to these questions. 

Broken Communion and Full Communion 

With ~ean-Marie Tillard, I understand the Church of Chri.st to be one 

but divided, visible but broken into pieces by the sins of· those whom God bas 

made brothers and sisters but who refuse to be fully brothers and sisters to 

each other.6 Despite this division within the one Church, those baptized share 

"a bond of communion which is the most fundamental and radical there is; the 

Spirit of God has marked them all with the seal of belonging to Christ. And 

this seal--~s the theology of the baptismal character shows-is so strong that 

nothing, not even schism, can blot it out. 117 In the baptismal "yes'' to the 

' ·saving plan of God, Christians are already in communion. But there is a second 

"yes," a more noetic "yes, 11 which involves the understanding of what is implied 

in the f.irst "yes." Necessary to faith, it means some. particular understanding 

of the meaning of the kerygma. "The split i;iside the unica Ecclesia has its 

origin in passing from the first 'yes' to the second 'yes. ' Though. all are agreed 

8 about the first, Christian communities diverge about the second." In fact, 

Tillard concludes, this is the absurdity of the situation. ''While all Christians 

together, in an irrevocable decision, pronounce their 'yes.' to a plan of God 

which saves them by malting them brothers and sisters of Christ and of one anoth.er, 

when they come to the doctrinal implications of this 'yes' they can no longer 

ag;ee."9 

This gives us some preliminary idea of a meaning, th.en, for real but 

imperfect communion. But what would communion perfected b~ like? What is the 

nature of the unity we seek? 
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If we share with the Second Vatican Council and The Final Report an 

ecclesiology of communio~, then we-understand the Church united to be a communion 

of eucharistic communities. This means that the oneness of its unity is intimately 

related · to its catholicity, a universality "which emerges from and integrates 

diversity, not a universality which imposes uniformity and suppresses diversity. ,.lO 

The reunited one Church of Christ would not mean, then, a collapse of the different 

communions with their unique theological traditions, liturgical forms, governing 

structures, and spiritual riches. It would mean a communion of communions. 

All of these diverse gif_ts would be preserved in a Church. reunited. All are part 

of the catholicity of the -Church. 

When l say this, I do not mean that the many communions in the one Church 

would be unrelated to each other. On the contrary, they would be inyolyed in 

relations of mutuality, . . 

to be converted by each 

of interdependence, in which. they would allov themselves 

11 other. Like a healthy interpersonal relationship which. .. 
includes both autonomy and mutuality, so the one Church would be graced at once 

with the richness of diversity and the bond of unity. 

Reasons for Different Faith. 'Express.ions. 

But why are there different expressions of the one faith. such. that 

different expressions of it occur 1n the one Church? 

One important reason underlined by Yves Congar is that there is more than 

one authentic apostolic tradition. "It is very important to recognize. that some. 

of the differences between East and West are not just the result of Catholic~ty 

12 and a variety of spiritual gifts, but go back to apostolic origins . " And the 

Decree on Ecumenism remarks that "the heritage handed down b:, the Apostles "las 

received in different forms and ways, so that from the very beginnings of the 

Church it had a varied development here and there, owing also to diYerse mentalities 

and conditions of life. 1113 

Another reason for the different expressions of the one faith. is that no 
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' expression of the reality of Christian faith is exhaustive. Congar comments•. 

''The transcendence of Reality has to be translated into history •• Since 

_no· expression is ever totally adequate to what it expresses or i.ts final outcome• 
. nl,4 

a number of expressions are possible and even desirable. Closely related to 

this reason is a third: faith is received by a variety of peoples with different 

histories. cultures• and problems. _ "Christianity is subject to geography and 

' history. The individual or collective subjects who live ~tout make it their 

own. Inevitably they express it in different ways • .,lS Modern tlleology is 

especially aware of this historicity of our understanding, and uses this insight 

with fruitfulnes~ in interpreting critically the meaning of the Scriptures and -f 

earlier conciliar teaching. 

The ecumenical task is possible because different expressions of the one 

faith are possible, indeed necessary. 

All the dogmatics which ha\~ multiplied in this way are 
focussed on the fullness of Cod's communication of him.self 
in revelation and the covenant. None of them can express 
it adequately. The faithful live by it without ever 
exhausting it. • • • Between these expressions and the 
fullness of the gift there always remains the margin 
which we have recognized between every element or fora 
of the historical life of the chur~h and eschatology. 
It is in this margin that the enterprise of ecumenism 
is inscribed •16 

Diversities Within Communion 

I have been examining the foundational reasons which explain the many 

expressions of the faith, many expressions in theology, liturgy, governing structure, 
. 

spirituality. But this examination is relevant for our consideration of the 

nature of the full communion that would retain its catholicity. 

Full communion, for example, allows the presence of different rites, 

understanding a r:!te as "the multiple and coherent expression of the faith" of a 

community which "includes above all the liturgy, steeped in dogmatic truth, the 

images, the style of monastic life, the disposition of the churches. the presiding 
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genius in the ordering of church life. 1117 When Congar discusses the relationship 

between East and West, he wishes to speak of it as "complementary." This means 

·1s 
more than seeing the same reality in two different ways. he insists. It means 

rather "that there are two constructions of the mystery• each of which is coherent 

and complete--although each is unsatisfactory on some point-and which cannot 

· 19 
be superimposed." An. inadequate but real vision of the poss:ibility of keeping 

such complementary rites in full communion is provided by.the communion w~th the 

bishop of Rome of both Latin and Eastern rites. Of course, we know a11 of the 

injustice and abuse which the Eastern rites have suffered in this relationship, 

and so it poses many probiems as an example of communion. St:ill, it 1.s suggestiye, 

because it allows us to "recognize the legitimate existence of tvo theological 

20 and even dogmatic traditions in the profession of the same faith." 

• Lukas Vischer makes another suggestion which can help us imagine hov 

our diverse governing traditions could be fruitfully appropriated in a united 

Church of the future. Re finds in Christian traditions four insights about 

governing: personal leadership by those with oversight, collegial consultation 

among them, congregational reception, and the prophetic voices raised up within 

. ~l 
the Church at unexpected places. All of these sorts of governing structures 

22 "respond to impulses which are deeply rooted in the Gospe1," he points out. 

All "have proved their special worth at crucial moments in history. "23 Re 

concludes that "the Church needs to be capable of different emphases at different 

t;imes and in different contexts;" we need all four insights ab.out governing 
. 24 

structure in a reunited Church. If we look closely, we see that ARCIC seems 

to agree. Vischer 's ·argument is even easi.er to see today when the 'hi.stori.city 

of forms of governing often strike us. 
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In recent times we have come to realize clearly the extent 
to which the forms and manners of decision-making in all . 
the Church have been the fruit of historical development. 
This even applies to the ancient Church. However. strongly 
people may insist that certain structures of le.adersh:l.p 
were established by God, hardly anyone is any longer 
prepared to deny that these structures were developed in 
different ways in different historical contert.s. 25 · 

O'Gara 

Cougar underlines this poil1t as well. "Roman. Catholics need to progress 

in recognizing the historicity of the papacy and the hierarch~cal structures of 

their church. 1126 When we recognize the historicity of governing structures in 

the Church, we can be more open to the Gospel values eml>odi.ed in governing 

traditions other than our own. 

Finally, within full communion in the Church, ~re are theological 

schools. Yben I speak of "schools," I do not mean, of course. academi.c 

institutions. Nor do I mean merely schools of thought. of ideas. I think rather 

. of "schools" in an embodied sense thJt includes not only a theology, but also its 

expression in liturgy, in characteristic governing forms, and in spirituality and· 

a way of life. P.y a "theological school," then, I mean not just: ideas but an 

embodied particular form of the Christian life, with. its characteristic emphasis, 

its genius. Perhaps this way of understanding the theologica1 school is much. like. 

the idea of "types;. suggested by Jan Cardinal Yillebrands. Full communion of ''te· 

many traditions, he· suggests, might also be envisioned to inclade the many types 

which have developed within the Church. Within a type be sees a characteristi.c 

theological method and perspective, characteristic canonical discipline, 

characteristic liturgical expression, and a tradition of spirituality and devotion.· 

The theological schools, explains Karl Rabner, "express ~he variety of 

ways, legitimate ~nd historically conditioned, in which finite men in the Church 

can make revelation their own. 1128 He continues: 

To wish to belong to no school would be the part of a 
proud and stupid man who imagines that here and nov he 
can possess e~ernal truth outside historical time. To 
cling to a system as if it fully expressed the faith. 2~ 
of the Church would be to deny the historicity of truth. 
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Theological schools,-understood as different embodied ways to live 

the Christian lif-e, have always existed in .the one Church. Within each of our 

· communions now, there are many such schools. Even within one rite, ·there are 

many t ·heological schools. A glance at most Latin rite Catholic faculties of 

theology today confirms this easily. Another glance at the range of pieties 

and spiritualities within popular worship in the Latin rite confirms the breadth 

of the differences. Yith healty tension and sometimes frustration, but without 

breaking communion, the many schools of theology coexist in the Church. 

Reconceptualizing the Anglican-Roman Catholic Relationship 

I have been discussing the mariy reasons for diversity in the expression 

of the faith, and the many forms which such diversity has taken or might take 

within the communion that is the Church. But how does this relate to our attempt 

to understand the relationship between the Roman Catholic and the Anglican 
• 

communions today? .. 
In searching for the next stage toward full communion, we haye Qeen 

making a mistake, I think. Ye have believed that this next stage. would only be 

accomplished by taking a deliberate large step. Of course this is not to deny · 

that the arrival at a new stage in our relationship would need eventually to be 

formally confirmed. But in fact first something else is required: it is a 

reconceptualization of our relationship. Looking for the next step to take, 

we may have failed to notice the small steps that we have already taken toward 

each other, at least in Canada, so that gradually we have reached a new stage 

almost without noticing it. What is needed is to open our eyes in order to see 

in fact the way in w~ich we are relating to each other, to reconc·eptualize 

the character of our two communions. 

It is hardly accurate to think of our two communions· in terms of the 

differences suggested by the complementarity of different rites, making such 

different constructions· of the mystery as do East and West. We are too close in 
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thought for that, and in fact The Final Report shows us growing in our commo~ 

understanding on even long-disputed topics, such. as eucbarist an.d ministry • 

. Similarly,- we have too much in co1D1Don to understand ourselves as deeply 

opposed in our governing structures. Both are committed to episcopal leadership. 

And our theologians yet found it possible in The Final Report .to insist on the 

importance of all four of the aspects of governing that Viscbe.r insists on. 

What then is the way that our two communions are beg:bming more. and 

more to relate to each other? I think it is as two schools 0£ theology. 

I see this wit1:1 my students training for ministry. Increasingly, tney 

relate to each other's traditions with respect and affection, with.. puzzlement 

or even suspicion, but as different schools of thought. By this I do not mean 

that they ignore the present disciplines of our division; in general, there is 

very little practice of interco1D1Dunion among Anglican and Rom.an Catholic students, 

and there is certainly a feeling of separate homes. Anglican and Roman Catholic 

students do not know each other very well, and they recogni.ze fully that for the 

moment their two co1D1Dunities are not in co1D1Dunion. Still, the~ come and go 

among each other intellectually as among tw.o theological schools. 

My Ukrainian Catholic students, my Latin Catholic students, and my 

Anglican students 'ta~ together the courses on Christ, Oil the Trinity, even tflose 

on human nature, th"e Fall, and grace. Frequently the Ukrainian Catholi.cs identify 

with some of the theologians that we study, the Anglicans. and Latin Catholics. 

together with others. • Other times, Angli.can and Latin Catholic students. trade 

arguments while the Ukrainian Catholic students. look oil in puzzlement. Sharing 

in common these core courses, both Ukrainian Catholic and Angl~can students also 

take courses in ~heir O"lll liturgical and theological tradi.tions for study of the 

sacraments and• often, the Church. With a core of cocmonly he1d doctrines., the 

three groups of students yet recei.Ye them differently and maintain their own 

liturgical and ecclesi.al traditions and celebrations. The three groups do not 
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celebrate the eucharist together: Anglicans and Latin Catholics. because they 

are not in communion; Ukrainian Catholics and Latin Catholics, Secause, though 

in communion, they are in different rites. They are, as it were, three schools; 

two ar·e in communion. 

To suggest that the Anglican and Roman Catholic communions are theological 

schools; or perhaps sets of schools, may sound as though it says too little about 

their structural separateness as communions. But again Congar can tielp us push. 

this idea further. Be notes that, besides the objecti.Yity of the hierarchy of 

truths--some less central and some more central-there is also the actual 

hierarchy which we give to the ·truths ·of the faith. There is "a de facto 

hierarchy arising from the way in wtu.ch a particular truth 1s understood and liyed 

out by a group, a school ••• a giyen period, which. is succeeded by another, or 

even a church and its particular· setting. 030 rs ~t possilue to see. the differences 
• 

among our communions as those among different schools of th.eology, each enshrining a 

slightly different constellation of the truths of the. faith~ eacii. em0odied 1n its 

attendant struct~ral forms and particular genius? It is in this embodied 

sense that I mean schools of theology: an embodied way of life with. its correlated 

governing forms, thought patterns, liturgical expression, and spirituality. 

Normally, we notice that each. of our communions contains. many such. schools. 

But can we also think of each communion, overall, as a "school" in this sense? 

Congar suggests another idea: to understand the different confessional 

31 traditions as each "a ~evelopment in response to a particular charism." 

Th.e Luth.eran tradition, for example, would be understood to haye a charism to 

"make clear the message of salvation by pure grace, of Christian lille.rty in the 

faith~ of the sovereignty of the Yord of God, and finally of a theology of the 

cross. 1132 Such a school in a reunited Churc:h would be recoinized as. a s.chool 

with this charism and would keep its own organizational structure, though. 1l1 

communion with other traditions.33 
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The language of different "charisms" is interesting because today 

many Roman Catholic religious communities use it to descri~e their dut1nct1Ye 

missions in the one Church. My Roman Catholic students fr01D their many religious 

communities speak easily and noncompetitively (Jor the most part!) about the 

charism of their order. If we adopted such language to speak of the cbarism 

particular to the Anglican communion as a theological school, wbat would that 

charism be? 

Surely the cbarism of the Anglican communion llOuld &e to rl.tness to the 

collegial character of . the exercise of autbor!ty. Is this not at the heart of 

where our theological discussion still 1s .passionate, unfinished, and raises t:he 

sense of absolute identi.ty issues for Anglican partners 1n dialogue? Among my 

Anglican and Roman Catholic students, their anger and passion against each. other 

focuses on the misuse of episcopal ::rthority. Anglicans and Roman Catholics are 

fighting over a very narrow set of issues; in fact, they are l:tke tlil0 s.ihlings 

with the same set of values, each expressing this dearly held set of values. in 

sligh;ly different ways. It 1s for love of the very same. valu~-tl'l.e rlglit use 

of episcopal authority--that "le. struggle with eacli.. other · in a family feud. 
34 

In this struggle, while we have just managed, in The Final Report, to actu.eYe 

a germinal understanding of "the desired ecclesiology," ve have not yet full:, 

3S 
achieved in our communions "the desired praxis." In the absence of such 

praxis, Anglicans appropriately seek. "assurance that acknowledgement of the 

universal primacy of the. bishop of Rome. would not involve the. suppression of 

theological, liturgical and other tradLtions which.th~y value or tfle imposition 

of wholly alien traditions. "36 It is tneir cbar:tsm in the Church. of Christ to 

insist on such assurance. 

Schools of Theology and the Reform of the Churcn. 

But such. assurance about the right exercise of authority should he part 
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of the 11.f e of the whole Church. Ecumenical dialogue reforms each. of oar 

communions oy elilllinating the elements- in . them tHat distort. narrow. or 

exaggerate the emphases which have shaped us in our :tsolation from each.other. 

The key to the reform of the Roman Catholic communion at the present tillle is 

the reform of _its exercise of authority. Alone, it has ~een unalle to accomplish. 

this fuily; only in dialogue with other embodied schools of theology is it 

gradually finding the understanding to correct its distortions-. 

In one communion, the lilllitations of one theological school are corrected 

by "at least a potential openness to the complementary aspect. ,,3] In fact, it 

is their openness to mutual correction that preserves these different groupa 

from misleading or false distortions-. Because they have this. openness to each. 

other for the correction of their limitations, at least 1n principle, they can 

be s._chools of thought in one Church. Io other lrords, it is the opennesir to 

cor:ection by the others that is characteristic of a school lolithin the one Church~ 

But our two communions increasingly relate in this 'lay to each. other. 

Recognizing its own limitations, each. sees. i.ts inaillity to refoi:m itself w:U:hout 

the insight of the other. This is a new- development after our centuries of 

mutual hostility and self-assurance. We in fact wish. increa&i.ngly to be cooyerted 

by the other. "Those involved in the ecumenical movement have a.y Yirtue of that 

a votum unitatis, votum catholicitat:ts., which giYes to their present 0.el!ef a 

dynamic dilllension in which. their intention of pleni.tude. is fulfilled," reflects 

38 Congar. 

Is not the growing votum unitatis with. its acco~panying openness to 

correction b.y the other a significant fact on which. ve should reflect ~ore deeply? 

If our t\lo communions were to b.e .moving slowly into a new relati.onsh.:.tp \Ii.th. each. 

other, \lould their movement not be characterized by this des.ire? Slowly, the 

desire for unity may have transformed our t,:W communions· into two tlieological 

schools. in some of the ways they relate to each. other. We may have moyed into 
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this new stage of unity and failed to recognize it. Tlds is my auspicion. 

Of course, th:ts movement !s not complete. Many of each. communion 

· continue to define themselves over_ agains~ the other; many are conyinced that 

the other has nothing to teach them; many still tend to confuse their particular 

theology, liturgy, governing form, and ■pirituality with the COl:Clon con!eaaiou 

o~ the apostolic faith. Bu~ my point here is to note the ecclesiological 
. 

significance of the readiness for self-correction from the other wnicli. is 

growing steadily within each of our communions. Does· this not giYe us some 

phenomenology of what ~ movement from imperfect to more .full communion might, 

look like? 

If I am correct, then our tv.o communions are coming slowly to share the 

~ of communion without sharing the sacramen.tum instituted to 5ring a~out this 

39 communion. If this is true, does it not help us to envision a time. when the 

. ' appropriate authorities of each side would confirm for us th.e age-old conviction 

of the Church: that different theologica~ schools are yet in c~nion in the 

one Church and must therefore one day share the one bread and the. one cup which. 

are the sacrament of this communion? 

Dr • .Margaret O'Gara (Roman Catholic) 
St. Michael's College, 
Toronto. 
18 April 19.85. 
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